Static SPME sampling of VOCs emitted from indoor building materials: prediction of calibration curves of single compounds for two different emission cells.
Solid-phase microextraction (SPME) is a powerful technique, easy to implement for on-site static sampling of indoor VOCs emitted by building materials. However, a major constraint lies in the establishment of calibration curves which requires complex generation of standard atmospheres. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to propose a model to predict adsorption kinetics (i.e., calibration curves) of four model VOCs. The model is based on Fick's laws for the gas phase and on the equilibrium or the solid diffusion model for the adsorptive phase. Two samplers (the FLEC® and a home-made cylindrical emission cell), coupled to SPME for static sampling of material emissions, were studied. A good agreement between modeling and experimental data is observed and results show the influence of sampling rate on mass transfer mode in function of sample volume. The equilibrium model is adapted to quite large volume sampler (cylindrical cell) while the solid diffusion model is dedicated to small volume sampler (FLEC®). The limiting steps of mass transfer are the diffusion in gas phase for the cylindrical cell and the pore surface diffusion for the FLEC®. In the future, this modeling approach could be a useful tool for time-saving development of SPME to study building material emission in static mode sampling.